
Analysis of Dipolar-Coupling-Mediated Coherence Transfer
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Homonuclear dipolar-mediated coherence transfer (DCT), a phase experiments to enhance the sensitivity of low-g nuclei
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hrough-space transfer of magnetization between like spins, can
ield otherwise difficult-to-obtain structural information for mac-
omolecules by measuring the internuclear distances between two
ites of interest. The behavior of a spin-1

2 system under DCT is
nalyzed in detail by computing the time development of the
ensity matrix using the product operator formalism. The effect of
oherence transfer (CT) via the homonuclear isotropic scalar cou-
ling on DCT is examined. Analytical and computational results
hat yield useful information on the frequencies, first-maxima, and
rst-zero of CT for a uniaxially oriented or a single-crystal solid-
tate system are presented. The results predict that the evolution
f the spin angular momentum operators under the homonuclear
ipolar coupling Hamiltonian leads to “cylindrical mixing” unlike
isotropic mixing” due to the strong scalar coupling Hamiltonian.
hese results will find relevance in both the design of RF pulse

equences for the structural studies of uniaxially oriented biolog-
cal solids and the interpretation of solution NMR results from
roteins embedded in partially oriented bicelles. © 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: dipolar coupling; scalar coupling; coherence trans-
er; density matrix; product operators.

INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of exchange of nuclear spin magnetiz
hrough direct and indirect spin–spin interaction is known
olarization transfer or magnetization transfer or Hartma
ahn cross-polarization in NMR spectroscopy (1). In this
aper, we prefer to use the term “coherence transfer” (C
epresent this phenomenon as it is a general term which d
he transfer of single-quantum coherence (or magnetizati
olarization) and multiple-quantum coherences. CT via
calar coupling (also known as indirect coupling or throu
ond coupling orJ coupling) is the basic concept behind ma
uccessful solution NMR experiments that are routinely us
etermine the structure of macromolecules (1, 2). On the othe
and, in the solid phase, the direct spin–spin interaction
nown as dipolar coupling or through-space interaction) d
nates the CT process between nuclei. Indeed, the he
uclear dipolar coherence transfer is often employed in s
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nd/or low natural abundance nuclei (3). Generally, homo
uclear dipolar-mediated coherence transfer (DCT) cann
etected in isotropic solutions because random rotationa

ion of molecules averages out the dipolar couplings, e
hough incoherent magnetization transfer is still possible
ulting in efficient relaxation (2). In most static solids, exce
niaxially oriented solids, overlap of broad spectral lines c
licates the study of DCT.
In magic-angle spinning experiments, selective recove

he homonuclear spin-1
2 dipolar coupling and the measurem

f coherent homonuclear DCT is possible using specific p
equences (4–37). The strong distance dependence of D
akes the quantification of this effect attractive for use
istance measurement tool. An understanding of these
hange modes can aid in the design of multiple-pulse
uences to assure the greatest transfer of coherence f
pecific spin at a certain experimental time. In fact, solid-s
MR techniques designed based on the concept of DCT

outinely used to provide interatomic distance informatio
acromolecules (samples excepting isotropic liquids), su

rystalline polymers, liquid crystals, fibrous biopolymers, p
ides or proteins in cell membranes, and other biological s
38–54).

Further experimental design of pulse sequences requ
heoretical treatment of DCT in various systems, which m
e laid as a groundwork for more complex collection of sp
ecause of the nature of the dipolar interaction between
pins, analytical solutions to homonuclear coherence tra
rove to be complex even for simple two-spin systems. P
us publications have done much to clarify the strong and w
oupling effects on the spectral features of homonuclear s12
ipolar-coupled systems (22, 23). In this paper, we will emplo

heoretical tools to explore the modes of homonuclear DC
uniaxially oriented or single-crystal solid-state system,

isting of two spin-12 homonuclei.

THEORY

Consider a two chemically inequivalent homonuclear sp1
2

uclei in a uniaxially oriented or a single-crystal sample.
ssume that the dipolar coupling as well as the scalar cou

76.
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19DIPOLAR-COUPLING-MEDIATED COHERENCE TRANSFER
etween the two nuclei is nonzero. Further, relaxation ef
re ignored in the present theoretical study. The total Ha

onian for this system in the presence of a static exte
agnetic field consists of chemical shift, scalar coupling,
ipolar coupling terms.

HT 5 HD 1 HCS 1 HJ [1]

We assume that an experimental situation can be crea
electively suppress the chemical shift interaction with m
al or no effect on the coupling terms of the total Hamilton
T. Then the total Hamiltonian in Eq. [1] becomes the sum
D andHJ. Henceforth, we refer to this total Hamiltonian (HT)
s the coupling Hamiltonian (HJD); HT 5 HD 1 HJ 5 HJD.
his Hamiltonian is equivalent to the creation of a zero-fiel
otating-frame Hamiltonian in a solid-state NMR experim

simple spin echo sequence, in the form of a series of
ulses, can be used to refocus the chemical shifts and lea
calar as well as the dipolar couplings unaltered. On the
and, a multiple RF pulse sequence can be used to spin lo
ell as scale the homonuclear dipolar coupling. For exam
onsider a multiple RF pulse sequence consisting of a
cho sequence for one half of the cycle and magic
equence for the second half of the cycle. It can be shown
he average Hamiltonian theory that the effective Hamilto
f this unified spin echo and magic echo (USEME) (17) pulse
equence is 0.5HD 1 HJ. The spin echo sequence, consis
f a series ofp pulses, suppresses the chemical shift interac
nd leaves the dipolar and scalar couplings unaltered. O
ther hand, the magic echo sequence suppresses the ch
hift interaction, scales the dipolar coupling interaction b
actor of20.5, and leaves the scalar couplings unaltered. T

complete cycle of USEME suppresses the chemical
nteraction, scales the dipolar coupling interaction by a fa
f 10.5, and leaves the scalar couplings unaltered. There

Evolution of Spin Operators und

Initial state

Operators

I x Sx I y Sy I z Sz

I x A B
Sx B A
I y A B
Sy B A
I z C D
Sz D C
2I xSz 2E F
2I zSx F 2E
2I ySz E 2F
2I zSy 2F E
2I xSy G 2G
2I ySx 2G G

Note.The expectation values of the spin operators are given.
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solid-state NMR experiment can be designed to study
oherence transfer between two coupled (dipolar as we
calar) spin-12 nuclei in a uniaxially oriented or a single-crys
ystem. Such a study will be useful in measuring the orie
ion of the chemical bond or a peptide plane in orde
etermine the backbone conformation of polypeptides em
ed in phospholipid bilayers. For example, the coupling13Ca–

13CO parameter can be measured on uniaxially oriented
ogical solids.

In this paper, coherence transfer modes are analyzed
he total coupling Hamiltonian,HJD. In static solids, usuall
he scalar coupling term,HJ, is smaller in magnitude than t
ipolar coupling term and is often neglected. The scalar
ling becomes important in oriented solid-phase sample
ecially when the homonuclear dipolar coupling is sm
herefore, the effect of the scalar coupling on CT via
ipolar coupling is included in our calculations. The dipo
oupling Hamiltonian can be expressed in the form of sphe
ensors,

the Coupling Hamiltonian, HJD

erated after evolution underHJD

2I xSz 2I zSx 2I ySz 2I zSy 2I xSy 2I ySx

2E F
F 2E

E 2F
2F E

2G G
G 2G

A 2B
2B A

A 2B
2B A

C D
D C

TABLE 2
Coefficients of the Spin Operators Generated Due to the Evolution

under HJD and Their First-Maxima and First-Zero

Coefficients of spin operators Figure First-maxima First-z

5 0.5(cosapt 1 cos bpt) 1a 24/DIS 21/(2DIS)
5 0.5(2cos apt 1 cos bpt) 1b a 21/DIS

5 0.5(1 1 cos gpt) 1c 22/DIS 21/DIS

5 0.5(1 2 cos gpt) 1d 21/DIS 22/DIS

5 0.5(sinapt 1 sin bpt) 1e a 21/DIS

5 0.5(sinapt 2 sin bpt) 1f 23/DIS 21/(2DIS)
5 0.5(singpt) 1g 21/(2DIS) 21/DIS

Note.a No analytical solution was found.a 5 (DIS/ 2 1 J); b 5 (3DIS/ 2);
5 ( J 2 DIS); DIS 5 2\g IgS/ 2pr IS

3 .
er

gen
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20 TAYLOR AND RAMAMOORTHY
FIG. 1. Expectation values of various spin operators under the dipolar coupling Hamiltonian,HD (solid lines), and the total coupling Hamiltonian,HJD

dotted and dashed lines). The coefficients of the spin operators given in Table 1 are plotted as a function of evoluition time in an oriented or single-crystal system
ontaining two13C nuclei separated by a distance of 1.55 Å. The dotted lines are forJ 5 253 Hz and the dashed lines are forJ 5 53 Hz. For example, i
a), the magnitude of the term A is plotted as a function of the evolution time under the HamiltonianHJD. This can be used to evaluate the amoun
agnetization which remains in the source or inI nuclei whenx magnetization of theI nuclei is selected for the coherence transfer under the cou
amiltonian. Similarly, in (b), the magnitude of the term B is plotted as a function of the evolution time under the HamiltonianHJD. This can be used to evalua

he amount of magnetization transferred to theSnuclei whenx magnetization of theI nuclei is selected for the coherence transfer under the coupling Hamilt
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21DIPOLAR-COUPLING-MEDIATED COHERENCE TRANSFER
HD 5 O
q522

12

~21! qD2qT22q, [2]

here the second-rank tensorsD 2q andT22q define the spatia
nd spin parts of the dipolar coupling Hamiltonian (55). The
ecular dipolar coupling Hamiltonian can be given as (55)

HD 5
\g IgS

4pr IS
3 @1 2 3 cos2u#~3I zSz 2 I z S!, [3]

hereu is the angle between the magnetic field and the ve
onnecting the two spins,r IS is the distance betweenI andS
uclei, andg i is the gyromagnetic ratio of nucleusi . Since the
tructure of the direct and indirect coupling Hamiltonians f
omonuclear spin system is similar, the total coupling Ha

onian is given as

HJD 5 ~2DIS 1 J!I zSz 2 ~DIS 1 J!$I xSx 1 I ySy%, [4]

hereJ is the scalar coupling constant andDIS is the dipola
oupling frequency defined as

DIS 5
\g IgS

4pr IS
3 @1 2 3 cos2u#. [5]

n order to evaluate the coherence transfer modes due
volution under the coupling Hamiltonian, we assume a un

ally oriented system withu 5 0°. Any change in the value
will only change the magnitude of theDIS parameter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The evolution of all the spin operators that span the two-
pace under the coupling (both scalar and dipolar) Hamilto

FIG. 1—Continued
or

a
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the
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ables 1 and 2. The spin part of the total coupling Hamilton
JD, is composed of a termI zSz, identical to the weak scal

oupling Hamiltonian, and a termI z S, identical to the stron
calar coupling Hamiltonian. Since these two terms comm
he evolutions under both these terms were sequentially ca
ut in the calculations. Further, the calculations are simpl
ecause the product operators inI z S commute with eac
ther. Since the operatorsI zSz, I ySy, and I xSx commute with
JD, they have a constant of motion underHJD, and therefor

hey are not given in Table 1. In other words, the expecta
alues of the spin operators are summarized in Table 1 f
volution of a two homonuclear spin-1

2 system under the co
ling HamiltonianHJD.
An initial state of the spin system is specified in the

olumn of Table 1 and the coefficients of the product opera
n the final density matrix are given in the subsequent colu
f Table 1. For example, the evolution of the initial den
atrix representing thex magnetization of the nucleiI , the I x

perator, underHJD is given as

I xO¡
HJD

1
2 ~cosapt 1 cosbpt!I x

1 ~cosbpt 2 cosapt!Sx

1 1
2 ~1 1 cosgpt!2I ySz

1 1
2 ~1 2 cosgpt!2I zSy. [6]

he anglesa, b, andg are defined in Table 2. This equati
an be realized by reading across the row of Table 1.
orresponds to the selective preparation of thex magnetization
f the I nuclear spins and allowing an evolution unde
pecifically designed RF pulse sequence that leaves the
ling Hamiltonian unaltered in an experiment. It is clear fr
q. [6] that the evolution of theI x operator underHJD leads to

x, Sx, I ySz, andI zSy operators. In other words, the observa
magnetization ofI nuclear spin (orI x) is transferred as th

bservablex magnetization ofSnuclear spin (orSx), as well as
ntiphaseI (or I ySz) and S (or I zSy) magnetizations. Th
xpectation values ofI x, Sx, I ySz, and I zSy operators for th
volution of theI x operator under the HamiltonianHJD is given
y the terms A, B,2E, and F, respectively.
The coefficients of the product operators are plotted

unction of the evolution time in Fig. 1 for a13C–13C system
ith a dipolar couplingDCC 5 22038 Hzcorresponding to
istancer CC 5 1.55 Å. These data represent the distance

he dipolar coupling between the directly bonded13Ca and
13CO nuclei in the backbone of a peptide. Analysis of

ourier transform of these time-domain functions yie
pectra that consist of dipolar as well as scalar coupling i
ation.
In Fig. 1, the evolution of spin operators is represente

olid, dotted, and dashed lines forJ 5 0, J 5 253, andJ 5
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22 TAYLOR AND RAMAMOORTHY
3 Hz, respectively. For example, in Fig. 1a, the magnitud
he term A is plotted as a function of the evolution time un
he HamiltonianHJD. This function can be used to evaluate
mount of magnetization that remains in the source (or in
nuclei) when thex magnetization of theI nuclei is selecte

or the coherence transfer under the coupling HamiltonianHJD.
imilarly, in Fig. 1b, the magnitude of the term B is plotted
function of the evolution time under the HamiltonianHJD.

his function can be used to evaluate the amount of mag
ation transferred to theS nuclei whenx magnetization of th
nuclei is selected for the coherence transfer under the
ling HamiltonianHJD.
The evolution of spin operators under any one of the

ling Hamiltonians (HD or HJ) can easily be separated us
he results from Tables 1 and 2. It can be seen from Eq. [6
he dipolar coupling Hamiltonian leads toin-phaseas well as
ntiphasetransfer of magnetization like the scalar coup
amiltonian. Thein-phasetransfer ofx magnetization can b
nderstood from Figs. 1a and 1b. Even though the transf

FIG. 2. (a) Three-dimensional plot showing the dependence of the e
amiltonian (as given by the term A in Table 1) on the dipolar coupli

hree-dimensional plot in (a) for the evolution times 2, 5, and 10 ms, re
of
r

e

s

ti-

u-

-

at

of

transverse magnetization viaHD andHJ appears to be sim
lar, the evolution frequencies of the spin operators are di
nt for both cases. In the case of theHJ mixing Hamiltonian

he active frequencies in the evolution are the same, that ispJ,
or all spin operators. But in the case of theHD mixing
amiltonian, the evolution frequencies are a combinatio

wo different frequency terms, 0.5pDIS and 1.5pDIS, for all
pin operators as seen from the expressions for A, B, E, a
n Table 2. It may be noted that the evolutions ofx and y

agnetizations under the total coupling HamiltonianHJD or
nder the individual coupling Hamiltonians (HD or HJ) are
imilar as seen from Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 1.
As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1, the evolution ofantiphase

roduct operators,I pSq and I qSp ( p 5 x or y; q 5 z), is
imilar to that of I p ( p 5 x or y) operators. They lead

n-phase xor y magnetization in addition toantiphaseproduct
perators. This suggests that the antiphase multiplet sign
e refocused into anin-phasemultiplet for detection just lik
INEPT experiments (1) for a weakly scalar coupled sp

ctation value of theI x operator during the evolution of theI x operator under theHD

and the evolution time. Two-dimensional slices (b), (c), and (d) taken
ctively, are shown forJ 5 0 (solid lines) and forJ 5 53 Hz (dashed lines).
xpe
ng
spe
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23DIPOLAR-COUPLING-MEDIATED COHERENCE TRANSFER
ystem in isotropic solutions. This strategy will be hig
aluable as the broad lines of the antiphase doublet in s
ill be difficult to observe, especially when the dipolar c
ling is small. The evolution times under the coupling Ham

onian for the maximum conversion ofI x into I zSy, Sx into I ySz,
y into 2I zSx, Sy into 2I xSz, I zSy into 2I x, I ySz into 2Sy, I zSx

nto I y, andI xSz into Sy are the same as given by the term F
ig. 1f.
The evolution of theI z (or Sz) operator underHD is signif-

cantly different from that of the transverse components,I x (or
x) and I y (or Sy), unlike the case ofHJ as can be seen fro
ables 1 and 2 and Fig. 1. This is mainly because the spin
f the dipolar coupling Hamiltonian that is operative on th
ngular momentum operators is different. They are 3I zSz 2

ySy for I x (or Sx), 3I zSz 2 I xSx for I y (or Sy), and2I xSx 2

ySy for I z (or Sz) since [I i , I iSi ] 5 0 and [Si , I iSi ] 5 0. For
he evolution of theI z (or Sz) operator underHJD, the fre-
uency of evolution of the spin operators in the final den
atrix isp( J 2 D). In fact, the transfer ofz magnetization vi
D, HJ, and HJD is similar. They all yield an observab

FIG. 3. (a) Three-dimensional plot showing the dependence of the e
amiltonian (as given by the term B in Table 1) on the dipolar coupli

hree-dimensional plot in (a) for the evolution times 2, 5, and 10 ms, re
ds
-
-

art
e

y

n-phasecoherence transfer as well as an unobservable
uantum coherence (ZQC),I xSy 2 I ySx. The only difference i

he rate of coherence transfer. It is also to be noted tha
volution of the ZQC under the coupling HamiltoniansHD,
J, andHJD is similar. They all yield an observablez magne

ization (see Table 1) but the only difference is the rat
oherence transfer. Therefore, any solution NMR methods
mploy mixing ofz magnetization or ZQC via the isotrop
calar coupling can either be adapted or suitably mod
epending on the strength of the homonuclear dipolar
ling, for solid-state NMR studies on uniaxially oriented s

ems (56–58).
Although the structure ofHJ andHD Hamiltonians is simi

ar, there is a significant difference between the coher
ransfer via the scalar and the dipolar couplings. This is
ause the contribution to the CT process from thez componen
s different from that of thex andy components of the dipol
oupling HamiltonianHD unlike the case of the strong sca
oupling HamiltonianHJ. In other words, evolution of the sp
ngular momentum operators under the strong scalar cou

ctation value of theSx operator during the evolution of theI x operator under theHD

and the evolution time. Two-dimensional slices (b), (c), and (d) taken
ctively, are shown forJ 5 0 (solid lines) and forJ 5 53 Hz (dashed lines).
xpe
ng
spe
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24 TAYLOR AND RAMAMOORTHY
amiltonian HJ leads to isotropic mixing, that is, all three
omponents of the HamiltonianHJ are equally operative, whi
volution under the dipolar coupling HamiltonianHD leads to
ylindrical mixing,that is, only two of the three components
he Hamiltonian HD are equally operative. Therefore,
omonuclear dipolar coupling HamiltonianHD may be terme
cylindrical mixing Hamiltonian in analogy to the name i

ropic mixing Hamiltonian for the strong scalar coupling Ha
ltonian HJ. It is also to be noted that the termI i 1 Si (i 5 x,
, z) has a constant of motion underHJ while only the term
z 1 Sz has a constant of motion underHD. This suggests th
nonselectively prepared transverse magnetization in a

eriment evolves under the influence of the dipolar coup
ut not under the scalar coupling. It is interesting to note
pair of chemically equivalent nuclei also evolves under

ipolar coupling during a spin-locking RF field as theI zSz term
f HD does not commute with the RF Hamiltonian, unlike

he case of scalar coupling.
The three-dimensional plot in Fig. 2a shows the depend

f the term A on the dipolar coupling frequency and

FIG. 4. (a) Three-dimensional plot showing the dependence of the e
amiltonian (as given by the term C in Table 1) on the dipolar coupli

hree-dimensional plot in (a) for the evolution times 2, 5, and 10 ms, re
-

x-
g
at
e

ce

volution time during the evolution of the spin system un
heHJD Hamiltonian. Two-dimensional slices in Figs. 2b to
re taken from the three-dimensional plot in Fig. 2a for var
volution times, while varying the dipolar coupling from 0
3 kHz. The dependence of the terms B, C, and D on
ipolar coupling and the evolution time are presented in F
, 4, and 5, respectively. It is evident from the two-dimensi
lots (see Figs. 2–5) that the number of maxima of the term
, C, and D against the dipolar coupling increases as a fun
f the evolution time. For example, in Fig. 2a, for an evolu

ime of 2 ms under a dipolar coupling of about22 kHz, the
ransfer ofx magnetization of theI nuclei to its dipolar couple
artner is zero as can be seen from Figs. 2b and 3b. O
ther hand, the maximum transfer occurs at a dipolar cou
f about20.65 kHz (see Fig. 3b). It is interesting thatI x is

ransferred as6Sx depending on the magnitude of dipo
oupling and the evolution time. Therefore, care must be t
n quantifying the degree of DCT. The effect of the sc
oupling,J 5 53 Hz, is shown in dashed lines in Figs. 2–5.
he mixing time increases, the CT process is significa

ctation value of theI z operator during the evolution of theI z operator under theHJD

and the evolution time. Two-dimensional slices (b), (c), and (d) taken
ctively, are shown forJ 5 0 (solid lines) and forJ 5 53 Hz (dashed lines).
xpe
ng
spe
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25DIPOLAR-COUPLING-MEDIATED COHERENCE TRANSFER
ependent on theJ parameter as evident from Figs. 2d, 3d,
nd 5d.
First-maxima and first-zero of the coefficients of the s

perators are given in Table 2. The functions with no sim
nalytical solution for maxima are noted in the table. A n
ero scalar coupling not only changes the coherence tra
fficacy as indicated in Fig. 1 but also shifts the first-max
nd first-zero of the functions in Table 2. The presenceJ
akes it difficult to obtain an analytical solution for the fir
axima and first-zero for the CT process. Further, it is im

ant to note that the absolute sign ofJ coupling changes the C
rocess as shown in Fig. 1. These effects become signific

he dipolar coupling becomes smaller due to either the p
veraging of the dipolar coupling or the orientation of
ipole–dipole vector near the magic angle. Therefore
ust be taken in the experimental measurement of sma
olar couplings in order to obtain accurate interatomic

ances. The dependence of the terms A, B, C, and D on the
f the scalar and dipolar couplings and on the evolution tim
resented in Fig. 6. The results suggests that even sma

FIG. 5. (a) Three-dimensional plot showing the dependence of the e
amiltonian (as given by the term D in Table 1) on the dipolar coupli

hree-dimensional plot in (a) for the evolution times 2, 5, and 10 ms, re
,

e
-
fer
a

r-

t if
al

re
i-
-
tio
is
if-

erences in the ratio of the couplings can make a signifi
ifference in the CT efficacy.

CONCLUSIONS

Coherence transfer under the dipolar coupling betwe
omonuclear spin-1

2 pair and the effects of the scalar coupl
n DCT are analyzed in detail. The results suggest that DC
cylindrical mixing process unlike the isotropic mixing p

ess under the strong scalar coupling Hamiltonian. The si
orms of the analytical equations that describe the coher
ransfer under the dipolar coupling avail themselves to q
umerical simulations for experiments on oriented solid-s
ystems. It is clear that even small values ofJ compared to th
ipolar coupling can make significant changes in the coher

ransfer efficacy, and therefore the effect ofJ must be consid
red for the design of pulse sequences for the interat
istance measurements and also to interpret the data fro
riented system, especially when the dipolar coupling is s
his may be significant in the study of partially orien

ctation value of theSz operator during the evolution of theI z operator under theHJD

and the evolution time. Two-dimensional slices (b), (c), and (d) taken
ctively, are shown forJ 5 0 (solid lines) and forJ 5 53 Hz (dashed lines).
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icelles that are currently used to obtain large interato
istance constraints for the structure determination of glob
roteins using solution NMR methods (59–61). Furthermore

he results from this work will be useful for designing exp
ments based on DCT, especially for the structural studie
niaxially oriented biological solids (56–58), in solid-state
MR spectroscopy.
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